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The recent human genome initiatives have led to the discovery of

a multitude of genes that are potentially associated with various

pathologic conditions and, thus, have opened new horizons in

drug discovery. Simultaneously, annotated chemical libraries

have emerged as information-rich databases to integrate

biological and chemical data. They can be useful for the

discovery of new pharmaceutical leads, the validation of new

biotargets and the determination of the structural basis of ligand

selectivity within target families. Annotated libraries provide a

strong information basis for computational design of target-

directed combinatorial libraries, which are a key component of

modern drug discovery. Today, the rational design of chemical

libraries enhanced with chemogenomics data is a new area of

progressive research.
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Introduction
Today, we are beginning to witness a clear trend in drug

discovery to focus research efforts on gene families,

which, because of their interrelationships, provide an

opportunity for parallel processing of multiple targets.

The effective identification of high quality hits and leads

across diverse classes of therapeutic targets is based on

the systematic analysis of structural genomics data

[1,2,3�]. Chemogenomics refers to the determination

and practical application of the relationships between

chemical and genomic spaces. The key element of che-

mogenomics is the ligand–target space, in which all

ligands are annotated according to their targets

(Figure 1). The effective exploration of this ligand–target

space requires application of special data-mining tools for

both ligand and target domains, as well as algorithms to

combine the results. The purpose of the ligand–target

classification is to allow annotation-based exploration of

this information-rich space. Using this classification, the

genome sequence information of the target can be

directly associated with the ligand, thus allowing gene

homology-based identification of ligands to closely

related targets. On the other hand, annotated ligands

can serve as comprehensive reference sets for chemoin-

formatics-based similarity searches and for discovery of

novel therapeutically relevant biotargets. In this review,

we elucidate the reported examples of annotated chemi-

cal libraries and discuss their possibilities within contem-

porary drug discovery.

Annotated chemical libraries in drug design
Ligand–target annotation schemes have become a useful

tool for analyzing the inhibition of tumor cell proliferation

based on the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI) screening

panel. One of the first attempts to analyze a complex

ligand–target space was the work published by Weinstein

in 1997 [4]. In another complementary study, the gene

expression patterns were related not just to the drugs as

entities but to approximately 27 000 substructures and

other chemical features within the drugs [5]. Using a

systematic substructure analysis coupled with statistical

correlations of compound activity with differential gene

expression, two subclasses of quinones were identified

whose patterns of activity in the NCI’s 60-cell line screen-

ing panel correlate strongly with the expression patterns

of particular genes.

An extensive study of ca. 20 000 compounds tested against

80 of NCI’s tumor cell lines was recently performed using

Kohonen self-organizing maps [6]. The developed classi-

fications can serve as hypotheses for the rational discovery

of antitumor agents, and their usefulness was experimen-

tally confirmed by the same group of researchers [7]. The

expression profiles of 400 genes were used to locate similar

activity profiles of synthetic agents screened against 60 of

NCI’s tumor cell lines. A correspondence was found

between mRNA expression patterns and 50% growth

inhibition response patterns of screened agents for 11

cases. This work supports the idea that similarities

between expression patterns and chemical responses for

the NCI tumor panel can be related to known aspects of

molecular structure and putative cellular function.

A collection of properly characterized ligands covering a

diverse set of mechanisms of action can be an extremely

useful tool to probe disease pathways and identify new
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disease-associated targets belonging to well validated

target families within these pathways. A method was

recently reported for testing many biological mechanisms

and related biotargets in cellular assays using an anno-

tated compound library [8��]. This library represents a

collection of 2036 biologically active compounds with 169

diverse, experimentally confirmed biological mechanisms

and effects. These compounds were experimentally

tested against A549 lung carcinoma cells, and subsequent

analysis of the screen results allowed the determination of

12 previously unknown mechanisms associated with the

proliferation of the studied carcinoma cells (Figure 2).

The structure–activity relationship homology principle

(SARAH) formulated by Frye in 1999 [9] uses the knowl-

edge obtained in the screening experiments for one target

to discover leads for another one. There are several recent

works demonstrating the practical utility of this strategy

[10–12,13�,14]. This potential can be most effectively

realized using annotated databases suitable for effective

data mining. Thus, researchers at the French biotechnol-

ogy company Cerep reported an analysis of properties of

more than 500 drugs screened against 42 targets [11].

Based on this target–ligand database, they derived simi-

larity metrics for both targets and ligands based on Fuzzy

Bipolar Pharmacophore Fingerprints, which are the con-

formation-dependent (3D) two-point pharmacophore

vectors. It was observed that ligands for subtypes of

one target or closely related target families usually have

similar ligand binding profiles, whereas homologically

distant targets (such as 5HT-binding G-protein-coupled

receptors [GPCRs] and ion channels), despite the com-

mon endogenous ligand, have highly distinct ligand bind-

ing profiles from each other.

Based on the concept of homology-based similarity

searching, researchers at Novartis developed an annota-

tion scheme for the ligands of four major target classes —

enzymes, GPCRs, nuclear receptors and ligand-gated ion

channels — for in silico screening and combinatorial

design of targeted libraries [12]. According to their

approach, the homology-based targeted library design

consists of several principal steps (Figure 3). In the initial

steps, gene sequences for targets that have been identi-

fied by genomics approaches are cloned and expressed as

target proteins that are suitable for screening. Using the

annotated ligand–target database, at least one target with

known ligands is selected that is homologous to this new

target. Then, the known ligands of the selected target are

combined into a reference set. Finally, the potential

ligands for the new target are searched on the basis of

their similarity to the reference set. Retrospective in silico
screening experiments have shown that such reference

sets can be useful for the identification of ligands that

bind to receptors closely related to the reference system.

The same group of scientists reported a modified [13�]
homology-based similarity searching based on special

molecular representations, Similog keys.

An annotated library of inhibitors for a group of closely

related enzymes, the papain family of cysteine proteases,

was used to classify the reference group of proteases into

subfamilies based on their small-molecule affinity finger-

prints [14]. This classification scheme was used to identify

Figure 1
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cysteine protease targets in complex proteomes and pre-

dicts their small-molecule inhibitors on the basis of

reported crystal structures.

Annotated chemical libraries can be useful for determina-

tion of the structural basis of ligand specificity within

target families. In another recent publication, publicly

available selectivity data were employed by researchers

from Lilly to define chemically relevant chemogenomic

kinase space [15�]. These data were used to create a

chemogenomic kinase dendrogram for 43 kinases. Con-

servation of the ATP binding site between known kinase

structures, together with knowledge of the human kinase

genome and an abundance of selectivity data, enabled

significant advances in understanding the relationship

between kinase targets and inhibitors. The developed

chemogenomic classification of kinase space can be used

as an effective guideline for making decisions about target

selection, panel selection, and use of existing inhibitors for

chemogenomically related targets. Recently, chemoge-

nomics technologies at Lilly have aided in several success-

ful lead generation strategies [16].

Commercial annotated databases
During the past two years, there has been a large increase

in the number of special databases that aim to provide

useful information for analysis of the ligand–target knowl-

edge space (Table 1). These information repositories,

typically focused on well-established target families or

known drugs, can be used for homology-based search,

validation of putative targets, automatic generation of

quantitative structure–activity relationship models and

prediction of ADME (absorption, distribution, metabo-

lism, excretion) properties. WOMBAT 2004.1, available

from Sunset Molecular Discovery LLC, represents a good

example of an annotated database integrated in a multi-

functional chemoinformatics platform. It contains 76 165

entries (68 543 unique SMILES; Simplified Molecular

Input Line Entry System) covering 3039 series (over 3000

papers) and �143 000 activities on �630 targets. Activ-

ities include 635 inactives, 8916 ‘less than’, 259 ‘greater

than’, and 578 single-dose results. Activity types include

37.1% Ki, 55.9% IC50, 4.44% EC50 (agonists and sub-

strates), 0.9% Kb and Kd (binding data), 0.1% MIC and

0.04% ED50. WOMBAT 2004.1 covers a decade of the

Journal of Medicinal Chemistry (1991–2000), and papers

from five other journals. It is fully integrated in FEDORA

(Metaphorics LLC).

The rapid growth of such databases reflects the high level

of interest of the scientific and business communities in

chemogenomics approaches. It suggests that the devel-

opment of annotated library-related technologies is con-

sidered a significant competitive advantage in the

industry. Nevertheless, there are several key questions

about these products. What is the quality of the data?

How frequently is the information in them updated? Is

the user interface convenient? Are the databases compa-

tible with other industry-standard chemoinformatics plat-

forms? Questions such as these will be taken into

consideration should one implement these resources

for target-directed research.

Design of target-directed combinatorial
libraries
According to the described examples, annotated libraries

provide a strong information basis for computational

Figure 2
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design of target-directed combinatorial libraries, which

are a key component of modern chemogenomic drug

discovery platforms. Many examples of successful lead

compounds discovered from target-directed libraries can

be found in the recent literature (2002–2004) [18��,19].

Advanced chemoinformatics approaches are required to

tailor the design of such libraries to address both target

potency and other properties necessary for further phar-

maceutical development [1,20��,21,22].

Thus, 3D structural data from a representative member of

a drugable target family can be used to design chemical

screening libraries using modern docking technologies

[23]. For rapid identification of ligands to putative targets,

the design based on privileged structures seems to be a

very useful approach [24�]. This concept is inherently

consistent with the homology-based similarity principle.

For example, using a series of docking experiments for a

set of class A GPCRs, a good correlation has been found

between conservation patterns of residues in the ligand-

binding pocket and the privileged structure fragments in

class A GPCR ligands [25�]. As a result, target-directed

ligand libraries can be effectively designed without any

foreknowledge of the structure of the endogenous ligand,

which in turn means that even orphan receptors can be

addressed as potential drug targets.

An inherent concern associated with this approach is the

restricted availability of privileged substructures for

known target families. The resulting issues concerning

intellectual property clearly limit the scope of this

approach. This problem can be addressed using special

methods of rational transformation (morphing) of active

scaffolds to generate analogs with enhanced IP position.

The goal of morphing is to select structures with similar

steric and electrostatic parameters but different chemis-

try. The bioisosteric approach, which is one of the key

concepts in drug design, represents a useful morphing

strategy [26]. Scientists at Chemical Diversity have

applied the concept of bioisosterism to build a software

tool for designing target-directed libraries. Using this

software, a series of potent submicromolar inhibitors of

abl tyrosine kinase have been identified using structures

of initial high-throughput screening hits as queries (Tka-

chenko SE, Okun I, Balakin KV, Petersen CE, Ivanenkov

YA, Savchuk NP, Ivashchenko AA, unpublished data).
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Table 1

Annotated databases

Database Description Web-site

AUR-STORE Structure–activity information focused on different targets and activities http://www.aureus-pharma.com

Bioprint Cerep’s proprietary ligand profiling data including target-specific activity

and ADME-related properties

http://www.cerep.fr

ChemBank [17] Structures and biological activity data for over 2000 compounds http://chembank.med.harvard.edu

Drugmatrix Pharmacological, pathology and gene expression profiles for benchmark drugs http://www.iconixpharm.com

GPCR Annotator Structural and functional information related to GPCRs and their ligands http://www.jubilantbiosys.com

Kinase ChemBioBase Annotated database of over 170 000 molecules covering over 350 kinases

Sertanty Annotated database of 22 000 compounds focused on protein kinases http://www.sertanty.com

WOMBAT 63 000 structures focused on over 500 targets and more than 100 000

biological activities

http://www.sunsetmolecular.com
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Optimization of the initial hits can also proceed via

calculating the similarity of 2D molecular fingerprints,

a conceptually simple yet practically useful methodology

extensively reviewed in the scientific literature [27].

Another straightforward approach is related to a 2D sub-

structure search for analogs of known ligands [28].

Going beyond analysis of 2D structural representations,

the optimization libraries can be generated using 3D

pharmacophore hypotheses [29]. A patented Tripos tech-

nology of molecular shape-based similarity search [30]

can successfully complement the more traditional

approaches. Combinatorial library design can be carried

out at either the product or the reagent level, and both

strategies can be useful approaches in chemogenomic

applications [31,32].

Finally, the knowledge-based data mining methods used

for correlation of molecular properties with specific activ-

ities represents an alternative promising strategy of tar-

geted library design [33]. For example, recursive

partitioning is a prominent statistical method that uses

decision trees to identify specific partitions enriched with

active molecules. The method has the potential to lever-

age copious data from an older, well-studied target while

beginning to study a newer target for which only a small

amount of data are available [34�]. Several groups have

reported the application of artificial neural networks,

Kohonen self-organizing maps and Support Vector

Machines [35,36,37�,38,39] to the design of target-specific

libraries. The ability to identify compounds with desired

target-specific activity and optimize a large number of

other molecular parameters (such as ADME/Tox-related

properties, lead- and drug-likeness) in a parallel fashion is

a characteristic feature of these methods, which favorably

complement other strategies of targeted library design.

The works by Oprea [40,41] demonstrate that issues

beyond binding affinity, such as lead-likeness and phar-

macokinetic behaviour, need to be considered in the early

stages of drug design. Using a special VolSurf program

[42], both ligand–receptor binding and the ligand’s phar-

macokinetic behavior can be modeled simultaneously.

Conclusions
A modern chemogenomics platform for drug discovery

comprises a variety of sophisticated technologies for the

discovery and optimization of multiple compounds inter-

acting with different members of a pharmaceutically

relevant target family. A key component of such a che-

mogenomics platform is a combinatorial library focused

on specific protein targets. The knowledge-based design

of chemical libraries can be enhanced using a systematic

exploration of the annotated chemical libraries for

selected target families. Such a meaningful integration

of chemogenomics data with advanced virtual screening

technologies holds great promise for more efficient dis-

covery of leads across diverse classes of biological targets.

However, the technologies related to annotated databases

are still in their infancy, and future practical works will

highlight their role in contemporary drug discovery.

Update
Recently, scientists from Vertex reviewed the application

of a chemogenomics approach to the protein kinases of

the human genome with emphasis upon the synergies and

efficiencies to be gained [43]. Specific examples from the

SAPK-family were discussed. Scientists from the Uni-

versity of Barcelona demonstrated that making optimal

use of chemogenomics information represents an efficient

knowledge-based strategy for improving binding affinity

estimations, ligand binding-mode predictions, and virtual

screening enrichments obtained from protein–ligand

docking [44].
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